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Abstract. Retinal images have been increasingly important in clinical
diagnostics of several eye and systemic diseases. To help the medical doc-
tors in this work, automatic and semi-automatic diagnosis methods can
be used to increase the efficiency of diagnostic and follow-up processes,
as well as enable wider disease screening programs. However, the train-
ing of advanced machine learning methods for improved retinal image
analysis typically requires large and representative retinal image data
sets. Even when large data sets of retinal images are available, the oc-
currence of different medical conditions is unbalanced in them. Hence,
there is a need to enrich the existing data sets by data augmentation
and introducing noise that is essential to build robust and reliable ma-
chine learning models. One way to overcome these shortcomings relies on
generative models for synthesizing images. To study the limits of retinal
image synthesis, this paper focuses on the deep generative models in-
cluding a generative adversarial network and a variational autoencoder
to synthesize images from noise without conditioning on any informa-
tion regarding to the retina. The models are trained with the Kaggle
EyePACS retinal image set, and for quantifying the image quality in a
no-reference manner, the generated images are compared with the retinal
images of the DiaRetDB1 database using common similarity metrics.

Keywords: Deep generative model · Generative adversarial network ·
Variational autoencoder · Retinal image

1 Introduction

The unique structure of the eye makes it possible to noninvasively image the
retina, a part of our central nervous system. This opportunity and the known
relation of retinal changes to several eye, neuronal and systemic diseases makes
it attractive for the researchers to study the images for screening and diagnosing
diseases like diabetic retinopathy, age-related macular degeneration glaucoma,
cerebrovascular and cardiovascular diseases, multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer’s
disease [21]. The diagnosis of abnormal medical conditions is mainly based on the
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visual evaluation of the signs typical for the disease. The abnormalities are tra-
ditionally analyzed by experts giving their statements based on their education
and expertise. This work is time consuming and often subjected to variations
between the judgments of individual experts. In addition, quantitative changes
in these images are usually more difficult to determine and hard to grade ac-
curately. Therefore, automatic image processing methods are a well-motivated
option to help an expert’s work and for enabling more accurate quantification
of the changes, follow-ups of progressive diseases and high-throughput screening
programs [26].

The relevant information about the aforementioned diseases can be gathered
from red-green-blue (RGB) images of the retina [21]. While the development
in the field of retinal image analysis improves with the help of advances in
technology, the demand for retinal image data increases. To study and detect
possible abnormalities connected with eye and systemic diseases, the availability
of retinal data is crucial to utilize machine learning methods. Although there
are publicly available retinal image data sets provided by research institutes and
hospitals, these data sets suffer from unbalanced occurrences of abnormalities
(related to medical conditions or symptoms visible on the images) and inaccurate
annotations.

As a remedy for the lacking retinal image data sets, there is considerable
potential in image generation for further development of retinal image analysis
methods. While natural medical data is subject to regulations related to the
acquisition, storing and anonymization of the medical data, synthetic data avoids
the ethical concerns and can be shared and published without privacy issues. In
addition, the generated data can be used to improve the performance of baseline
supervised methods for lesion detection and image segmentation. This can be
achieved by generating synthetic images for a particular context by introducing
noise to the machine learning methods in order to build robust models. This way
it is be possible to increase the balanced heterogeneity and size of the data sets.

An important approach in terms of generating retinal images is to apply gen-
erative models. In this paper, deep generative models are studied and employed
on the Kaggle EyePACS retinal image data set to generate synthetic retinal
images. The aim is 1) to apply deep generative models including a generative
adversarial network (GAN) and a variational autoencoder (VAE) for generating
synthetic retinal images without conditioning on extra information and 2) to
utilize a similarity-based statistical image quality assessment method for quan-
titative evaluation of the generated retinal images. The work is based on the
master’s thesis project of the first author [19].

2 Retinal image generation and deep generative models

Related studies for retinal image generation include can be divided into tradi-
tional and deep learning based approaches. In [12], the aim was to reconstruct
“only” the vessel tree. In [14, 3], the focus was on reconstructing the retina by
preserving the major features of the retina: the optic disk, vessel tree, and fovea.
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The former approach produced unrealistic vascular network structures, thus,
further development in the latter succeeded to reconstruct more realistic retinal
images while preserving the vascular structure.

One of the recent and most interesting developments in deep learning re-
search [23, 10] is related to deep generative models. GANs [16] and VAEs [22]
are such generative models. Related to retinal image generation, [2] presents a
two-stage GAN for first generating label images for the retinal features and then
the actual images. In [5], the focus is on AMD and generation of images as a
proxy between humans and the automatic methods. The previous studies in this
context focused on generating retinal image by conditioning on vessel trees [2,
5, 8]. In this paper, however, GANs and VAEs are compared to study the limits
of deep generative models for synthesizing retinal images without conditioning
on any extra information.

2.1 Generative adversarial networks

In 2014, Goodfellow et al. [16] proposed an adversarial network framework as an
alternative generative model estimation process for deep generative networks,
called GAN. The main principle of a GAN is that there are two neural networks
called the generator (G) and the discriminator (D) that compete to maximize
their gains. The main goal for both networks is to improve their capabilities to
generate and discriminate the data. In this context, G draws samples from a
random noise distribution and D discriminates whether the samples are drawn
from G or from real data (the training data).

2.2 Variational autoencoders

Different from the GANs, there is a probabilistic graphical deep generative model
proposed by [22] or Rezende et al. [29] (combination of deep neural networks
and Bayesian inference models) to generate data samples from a latent space
representation. This generative directed graphical model is called a VAE.

In a VAE, the latent space is used to draw samples from a probability density
function (PDF) and these samples are used to generate new data. The latent
space primarily provides the information about the underlying hidden structure
inside the data [18].

A VAE consists of two primary blocks that are the Encoder and the Decoder.
These building blocks are formed from a multilayer perceptron (MLP) to learn
the parameters of the latent space.

2.3 Retinal image quality assessment

There is ambiguity regarding how to quantitatively evaluate the quality of data
generated by deep generative models [30]. This is mostly because the reference for
each image does not exist, which makes the evaluation correspond with reduced-
reference or no-reference image quality evaluation. The studies conducted with
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GANs and VAEs have suggested that the quality of the generated images can
be evaluated by performing classification, segmentation and feature extraction
methods within the problem domain [16, 6, 32, 22, 27, 4, 31]. Particularly, Incep-
tion score, Fréchet inception distance (FID) and sliced Wasserstein distance
(SWD) have been commonly used as quantitative metrics of the generated im-
ages. In this paper, we applied FID and SWD to measure the quality of the
generated retinal images. FID computes the Wasserstein-2 distance between the
distributions of values in the embedding layer for the real and fake samples by
using a trained classifier. In this paper, we used Inception net [4] trained with
the samples from the Kaggle EyePACS set. SWD is a measure of the cost of
transforming one distribution to another one using a given cost function [4].

In addition to FID and SWD, we propose a statistical parameters based
image quality assessment method. The method is originated from the study in
[13] by taking into account the structure of the generated retinal images. The
parameters are used to measure the similarity between the generated images and
a high-quality retinal image set. For this purpose, DiaRetDB1 [20] is considered
as a benchmark. In the scope of this paper, by considering preceding research on
retinal images [9], mean, variance, entropy, skewness and kurtosis are used to
extract the statistical features from the retinal images for the quality assessment.

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Data sets

We employed two different data sets for conducting the experiments. The Kag-
gle EyePACS retinal data set [1] was used for model training, whereas Di-
aRetDB1 [20] was used for the quality assessment of the generated retinal im-
ages.The Kaggle EyePACS set consists of 35,126 images with varying resolutions.
DiaRetDB1 set contains 89 high resolution images - WxH (1500x1152). Exam-
ples from both sets are shown in Fig. 1.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Example images: (a) the Kaggle EyePACS data set used for training; (b) Di-
aRetDB1 data set used for quality evaluation.
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3.2 Architectural details of deep generative models

This section covers the proposed architectural designs of the GAN and the VAE
for the experiments. The implementation of the methods, the associated hyper-
parameters for each model and the extra figures are accessible on Github1.

Architecture of the generative adversarial network By having [28, 11, 15,
24, 28] as a guideline, we propose a GAN architecture seen in Fig. 2 and 3. The
detailed description of the architecture is given in [19].

Fig. 2. Architecture of the proposed generator network which is a part of the generative
adversarial network, based on convolutional neural network units with their parameters
including the number of layers and their dimensions. GL stands for generative layer.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the proposed discriminator network which is a part of the gen-
erative adversarial network, based on convolutional neural network units with their
parameters including the number of layers and their dimensions. DL stands for dis-
criminator layer.

1 The source code and the materials: https://github.com/kaplansinan/

MasterThesis
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Architecture of the variational autoencoder The VAE architecture is
rather simple and it is based on a MLPs as seen in Fig. 4. By taking [22, 29] as
the basis, both the encoder and the decoder blocks are designed to have only
one hidden layer with 512 neurons in total. The encoder block takes an image
(3 × 64 × 64) from the training set and encodes it into the latent space by learn-
ing the mean µ and variance σ2. Similarly, the decoder samples a noise vector
z from the normal distribution with the learned mean µ and variance σ2 and
reconstructs it as an image with the dimensions of (3 × 64 × 64).

Fig. 4. The proposed variational autoencoder architecture based on multilayer percep-
trons which are composed by a single hidden layer both in the encoder and decoder.

3.3 Retinal image generation with the generative adversarial
network

Examples of the generated retinal images from the proposed GAN are demon-
strated in Fig. 5. While qualitatively analyzing the generated images, one can
see that the network is able to capture the global structure of the retina, in-
cluding the shape, optic disk, fovea, and macula. The generated images share
same diversity in terms of color as in the Kaggle EyePACS set (refer to Fig. 1).
However, detailed structures of the retina such as vessel trees are not generated
clearly.

3.4 Retinal image generation with the variational autoencoder

Examples of the generated retinal images with the VAE can be seen in Fig. 5(b).
As in the case of the GAN, the VAE also generates the retinal images by preserv-
ing the global structure of the retina that contains an optic disk, fovea, macula
and the overall shape of the retina. Yet, the VAE is also unable to generate
the vessel trees as a local structure of the retina. Furthermore, the VAE mostly
generates the retinal images with the dominant red channel. In addition to that,
the generated retinal images appear blurry because of the mean squared error
measuring the pixel-to-pixel distance.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Randomly chosen examples of the generated retinal images: (a) generative
adversarial network, (b) variational autoencoder.

3.5 Quantitative analysis of generated retinal images

In order to assess the quality of the generated retinal images quantitatively, we
follow the approach presented in Section 2.3. For the quality assessment, we
present both FID and SWD metrics.

Table 1 shows that the visual quality of the generated images by the VAE is
higher than the images generated by the GAN. As it is noted in the studies [4,
31], there is a negative correlation between the FID and the visual quality of the
generated images.

Table 1. Fréchet inception distance assessment between the Kaggle EyePACS set and
the generated retinal images both from the generative adversarial network (GAN) and
variational autoencoder (VAE), and DiaRetDB1

GAN VAE DiaRetDB1

EyePACS 161.202 125.00 130.45

Table 2 presented the similarity of distributions represented by the SWD
metric between the subsets of The Kaggle EyePACS images and the retinal
images generated by the GAN and VAE. To note that SWD is lower when the
two distributions are more similar. In this case, the images generated by the
GAN have more diversity which is closer to the one of the real data set. Thus,
the SWD is lower compared to the images generated by the VAE.

In terms of the evaluation based on the statistical features, the mean, vari-
ance, skewness, kurtosis, and entropy were determined for the benchmark Di-
aRetDB1, the retinal images generated via the GAN and VAE, and five randomly
selected subsets of the Kaggle EyePACS set. Each set contains 89 retinal images
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Table 2. Sliced Wasserstein distance between the Kaggle EyePACS subsets and the
images generated by the generative adversarial network (GAN) and variational autoen-
coder (VAE).

Subset1 Subset2 Subset3 Subset4 Subset5

GAN 0.045 0.048 0.043 0.053 0.053

VAE 0.13 0.127 0.17 0.15 0.134

in total as the DiaRetDB1 set consists of 89 images. Once the features were ex-
tracted, the next step was to compute the cosine similarity between the features
of 1) DiaRetDB1 and the retinal images generated by the GAN, 2) DiaRetDB1
and the retinal images generated by the VAE, and 3) DiaRetDB1 and the subset
of retinal images from the Kaggle EyePACS set. The analysis of each statistical
feature of the retinal images generated by the GAN and VAE is given in Fig. 6.
As can be seen in the figure, the similarity between the retinal images generated
by the VAE and DiaRetDB1 is higher than the similarity between the retinal
images generated by the GAN and DiaRetDB1 in terms of the mean, variance,
skewness and kurtosis. This can be explained by the varying colors of the reti-
nal images generated by the GAN, which is opposite of the retinal images in
DiaRetDB1 as it contains mostly retinal images with the dominant red channel.
However, in the case of entropy values, the results are quite different from the
aforementioned cases as seen in Fig. 6(i-j). It can be explained by the fact that
the pixel values in each individual image of each set have low entropy because of
the uniformity in the colors. This causes the entropy values between each data
set to have similar values, thereby high similarity between entropy values.

In addition to the figures, related figures for the other five subsets from the
The Kaggle EyePACS can be accessed together with the histogram analysis of
each statistical feature of each set on Github2. The subsets are chosen to cross
validate variations within The Kaggle EyePACS data set.

4 Discussion

Availability of synthetic retinal images is crucial for further development and
validation of retinal image analysis methods. To generate retinal images from
existing retinal image sources, methods based on deep learning including deep
generative models offer potential options.

As an application of the deep generative models, a GAN and a VAE were
chosen to generate synthetic retinal images. During the training process of both
the GAN and VAE, we explored the following outcomes for the retinal image
generation: 1) The overall structure of the retina is successfully generated by
applying the GAN and VAE. However, neither one of them is able to model

2 The source code and the materials: https://github.com/kaplansinan/

MasterThesis
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the vessel tree structure clearly. 2) The GAN generates the retinal images with
distinctive colors as in the training set whereas the VAE captures only the dom-
inant red channel. This is because of the constraints in the VAE in which the
data is generated from the normal distribution. 3) In the context of the quali-
tative analysis of the generated retinal images, the GAN generates sharp retinal
images, whereas the VAE generates blurry images because of the mean squared
error used to compute the pixel-to-pixel distance between the generated and the
actual retinal images.

As the GAN and VAE generate retinal images with a global structure, the im-
age quality evaluation was based on the global statistical features including the
mean, variance, kurtosis, skewness, and entropy. The quantitative analysis of the
generated images by the proposed similarity based quality assessment method
reveals the following outcome: the similarity between the generated retinal im-
ages by the VAE and the benchmark data set is higher than the generated retinal
images by the GAN and randomly chosen subsets from the Kaggle EyePACS set.
This is because of the fact that the VAE often generates retinal images with the
dominant red channel.

By considering the quality of the generated retinal images from the appli-
cation perspective, using these images can be considered as introducing noise
to a supervised learning algorithm for lesion detection and image segmentation.
Another possible scenario where these images can be applied is that they can be
used for generating vessel tree structures. To do so, one can use these generated
images as an additional conditioning input information.

The recent studies [17, 7, 25] have shown the potential of combining GANs
and VAEs together to synthesize images. Therefore, the retinal image synthesis
can be studied to see whether the combination of a GAN and a VAE is capable
of generating the vascular tree structure in an unconditioned way. Also, GANs
and VAEs can be applied to retinal image generation tasks by conditioning the
models on features of retinal images specific for the subsequent use.

5 Conclusion

This paper investigates the utilization of deep generative models for the retinal
image generation in an unconditioned manner. In the experimental analysis, we
showed that the overall architecture of the retina can be synthesized by apply-
ing unconditioned deep generative models. However, the studied deep generative
models were unable to generate detailed structures of the retina such as the vas-
cular tree. The proposed quality assessment method revealed that the overall
similarity between the retinal images generated by the VAE and the benchmark
set (DiaRetDB1) was higher than the similarity between the retinal images gen-
erated by the GAN and the benchmark set (DiaRetDB1). The generated images
reveal that without conditioning on any additional data, the studied deep gener-
ative models are only able to synthesize retinal images with the dominant visible
parts in the retina like the fovea and the optic disk. This shows the lack of gen-
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eralization capability of these models and their limited learning process in which
they tend to learn only the dominant features in the data.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)

Fig. 6. Comparison of similarity measurements b/w the GAN and DiaRetDB1 and
VAE: (a -b) Mean; (c-d) Variance; (e-f) Skewness; (g-h) Kurtosis and (i-j) Entropy.
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